Mecrus Technical Solutions

Your in-house,
outsourcing solution
Mecrus Technical Solutions (MTS) provides ‘whole of business’
solutions in process improvement and asset management.
MTS offers customers an opportunity to look
outside for answers and new initiatives that
will guarantee improvements and better
bottom-line results.

energy
food & beverage
mining & resources
water
technical solutions

MTS offers solutions across the entire processing
platform by integrating the skills and experience
of a dedicated MTS team into the structure of
client companies. This approach multiplies the
benefits of change across the business.
Alternatively, MTS can provide technical solutions
in specialised areas of process improvement or
asset management.

Technical Services
• Precision plant reinstatement (critical rotating
plant, positioning, alignment and monitoring)
• Onsite preventative and predictive
maintenance services
• Maintenance plan development and review
(including site project management services)
• Process review and improvement strategies
• Maintenance management service agreements
(including our professional mentoring program)
• Centralised activity scheduling
• Regional resource sharing
• Project development and management
• Management and engineering support
• Contract labour services –
operations and maintenance

MTS principles of
process improvement
The MTS principles of process improvement
have been developed from extensive
experience across a wide range of industry
sectors. They can be applied universally
and are not restricted to any one sector.
MTS’ services can be provided to clients in
ways that best suit their business. MTS can
support, manage, run and own assets on
behalf of clients. Whatever the arrangement,
MTS improves efficiencies and achieves
economies of scale in order to stimulate
growth, drive up revenues and increase
clients profits.

About Mecrus
MECRUS is a wholly Australian owned
company whose asset management
philosophy is centred on innovative process
improvements that lead to superior profitability.
MECRUS is focused primarily on the industry
sectors of Energy, Agriculture (food &
beverage), Water, Mining and Resources,
although the company has a track record
of impressive outcomes for clients in many
sectors. This clearly demonstrates that the
Mecrus principles of process improvement can
be achieved universally and are not restricted
to experience in a single industry sector.
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